Tired of shopping your deal around town?

We have a home for it!
We represent several funds exclusively.
We have access to private funds.
We have wholesale arrangements with others.
If we can’t do it— It can’t be done!!

Examples of some of the programs we have available:

"High Tide"- $40,000 to $135,000- 6 mth tib- 560 experian- Need good cash flow-(No addtl collateral needed) includes all trucks,

"Lido"- $25,000 to $350,000-single digit pricing!! 680 Beacon- 3-5 years tib- Medical-Restaurant-Hotel-Churches-truck and trailer.

"Newport"- $40,000 to $1,000,000- 0 tib- 435 experian-Need RE or securities as addtl collateral

"Laguna"- $75,000 to $4 million- 0 tib- 435 experian- SLB ok- Need good eqt as addtl Collateral (Better credit-better rates)

"Back Bay"- $500,000 to $3 million- slb-435 experian- production equipment only.

"Huntington"- $25,000 to $500,000- 575 experian-yellow iron-trks-no ddtl Eqt.

These are just some, of the programs that we can service your problem transactions with

Join -Todd-
Jason and Alister
on the"PODIUM" today
Call us now
949-650-9878